Landslide-generated impulse waves may have catastrophic consequences. The physical phenomenon is difficult to model due to the uncertainties in the kinematics of the mobilised material, and to the intrinsic complexity of the fluid-soil interaction. The Particle Finite Element Method (PFEM) [1] is a numerical scheme which has successfully been applied to fluid-structure interaction problems. It uses a Lagrangian description to model the motion of nodes (particles) in both the fluid and the solid domains (the later including soil/rock and structures). A mesh connecting the particles (nodes) is re-generated at every time step, where the governing equations are solved. Various constitutive laws are used for the sliding mass, including rigid solid and Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids. Several examples of application are presented, corresponding both to experimental tests and to actual full-scale case studies. The results show that the PFEM can be a useful tool for analysing the risks associated to landslide phenomena, providing a good estimate to the potential hazards even for full-scale events.
INTRODUCTION
Landslides generated in the vicinity of water bodies such as reservoirs, lakes or bays can cause impulse waves with important consequences. Although the probability of occurrence is generally low, many casualties have been produced by this kind of events throughout history [2] , [3] .
Landslides falling in reservoirs are particularly interesting because water level variations (especially rapid draw-downs) can favour its occurrence [4] . The presence of the reservoir for a long enough time saturates the slopes, what increases the pore pressure and, as a consequence, decreases the effective stress. This destabilising effect is partially compensated by the raise of the total stress due to the hydrostatic pressure generated by the reservoir. A rapid draw-down eliminates the stabilisation in a lapse which is frequently not enough for the pore pressure to be dissipated (this depends on the permeability of the material, as well as on the velocity of the pool level drop, but is quite frequent). In this scenario the risk of landslides increases.
Numerical modelling of this phenomenon is complex because four consecutive events have to be considered: the landslide itself, the impact against the still water, the wave formation and its propagation. Furthermore, there is a high degree of uncertainty in the initial conditions, what implies that some assumptions have to be made on the triggering mechanism, the reservoir level at the time of the event, the degree of fracturing of the mass at impact and the friction coefficient in the slide surface, among others. Finally, actual case studies comprise large domains, what results in high computational cost and resources needed.
In spite of this complexity, an important research effort is being made worldwide in this field.
Only as regards the sliding phenomenon, a wide variety of approaches have been applied, in correspondence to the numerous types of failure mechanisms [5] . Landslide-generated waves have been modelled with several numerical techniques. Three-dimensional (3D) examples are commonly treated with the shallow-water equations (e.g. [6] , [7] , [8] ), although fully 3D approaches have The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The non-Newtonian constitutive laws utilised are discussed and the balance equation are presented. Then the weak form of the problem is obtained and the implementation procedure is outlined. The basic ideas of the PFEM are introduced. Finally, several examples of application are described, showing the capabilities of the method for modelling landslide-generated waves.
CONSTITUTIVE MODELS
One of the intrinsic difficulties in the numerical simulation of landslides is the uncertainty on the kinematics of the unstabilised flowing mass. The geotechnical information on the site may narrow the possibilities, though some aspects remain inevitable unknown. It should be recalled that in the general case, the interest lies in the simulation of hypothetical (i.e. not occurred) events. Previous works based on experimental tests relied on two basic alternatives: rigid solids or granular noncohesive materials. While the former can be numerically modelled as solid boundaries, several options can be chosen for the latter. Whatever the case, the use of an appropriate constitutive law is highly influential in the results [2] .
One option worth to be mentioned is the so-called discrete (or distinct) element method (DEM), that is reaching widespread popularity in the computational mechanics community. The basic idea is that every particle is a discrete element interacting with the others considering its mechanical and material properties [13] , [26] . While this approach could be adapted to the case of avalanches, it has the disadvantage that the particle size is unknown a priori.
In this work, a continuum approach has been adopted, what requires the choice of an appropriate constitutive law relating the stresses and the strain rate in the landslide mass. A simple option is to model the landslide as a Newtonian fluid with a given density and viscosity [23] , [24] .
It is commonly accepted that geomaterials can undertake certain degree of stress without large deformations. When the yield stress is reached, the material starts to "flow" until arriving at a stable configuration. There exists a wide category of fluids which exhibits a rigid behaviour until reaching a yield threshold; they are part of the so-called non-Newtonian fluids family [27] , [28] .
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The simplest class of non-Newtonian fluids follow a Bingham law, so that they behave as rigid solids for shear stresses below a given threshold (yield stress) and as Newtoninan fluids above it.
The one-dimensional (1D) constitutive relation for a Bingham plastic can be defined aṡ
being τ 0 the yield stress,γ the rate of strain, µ the dynamic viscosity of the equivalent fluid and τ the dynamic shear stress.
The Bingham bilinear behaviour might induce numerical difficulties, hence smooth laws are usually preferred. In this work, a regularised model as proposed by Papanastasiou [29] and later implemented by Larese et al. [12] is used. Eqs. 1 are regularised as
where m is a regularisation parameter that controls the approximation to the bilinear model as shown in Figure 1 . The apparent viscosity is defined as parameter. Image taken from [21] .
In 3D problems, the stress tensor is represented by
where p is the effective pressure that multiplied by the identity matrix I, represents the volumetric part of the model and τ is the deviatoric part of the stress tensor which is linearly related to the rate of strain ε(u), where u is the velocity vector, through the apparent viscosityμ. Therefore in 3D, the "equivalent strain rate "γ and the "yield stress" τ 0 are defined as the second invariants of the strain tensor (ε) and of the deviatoric part of the stress tensor (τ ), respectively.
Similarly, Eq. 2 becomes
This is the approach followed also by Cremonesi et al. [24] , that has been implemented in this work and applied in the examples described in Section 6.4. It requires the definition of both the yield stress and the regularisation parameter for each specific case, which can only be done by means of a calibration process.
In an effort to overcome this drawback, Larese et al. [21] developed a model based on the classical
Bingham constitutive relation, but using a pressure-sensitive variable yield stress τ 0 defined using a Mohr-Coulomb-like failure criteria without cohesion as
where p is the effective pressure and φ is the internal friction angle. Substituting Eq. 9 into Eq. 7 this becomes
and the resultant apparent viscosity is, therefore,
This approach only requires the definition of the internal friction angle of the material, which can be deduced from the geotechnical information.
BALANCE EQUATIONS
The balance equations are represented by the Navier-Stokes equations for a non-Newtonian fluid.
The present model has been developed in a Lagrangian framework. Hence the mesh velocity vector u M coincides with the fluid velocity vector u and, therefore, the convective velocity
Calling Ω ⊂ R d (where d is the space dimension) the structural domain in a time interval (0, T ), the Navier-Stokes equations for a non-Newtonian material are
where p is the effective pressure and ρ the solid dry density of the material.
The problem is fully defined with the following boundary and initial conditions:
WEAK FORM
The weak form of Eqs. 12 is obtained using a traditional Galerkin formulation [30] and integrating by parts the pressure and viscous terms.
For a fixed t ∈ (0, T ), u is assumed to belong to the velocity space
functions whose components and their first derivatives are square-integrable, and p belongs to the pressure space Q ∈ L 2 of square-integrable functions. w and q are the velocity and pressure weighting functions belonging to velocity and pressure space respectively.
Let V h be a finite element space to approximate V, and Q h a finite element approximation to Q.
The problem is now finding u h ∈ V h and p h ∈ Q h such that
Stabilised formulation
In this work low-order simplicial elements are used with the same linear interpolation for the velocity and pressure values. Hence, as usual for this type of finite element approximation, a stabilisation technique is needed for the pressure. An Algebraic Sub-Grid Space (ASGS) stabilisation technique is employed for that purpose [31] . The stabilised form of the balance equations becomes
where P m , R m , P c and R c are defined in Table I .
Discretisation procedure
The matrix form of the stabilised system of equations 15 can be written as:
where the operators are explicitly written in Table II and the stabilisation operators can be found in Table III .
Eqs. 16 in compact form is
where Momentum equation
Continuity equation 
Matrix term Continuum term
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Continuity equation
Matrix term Continuum term
Bossak time integration scheme
A residual based solution strategy is adopted to get the solution at time step n + 1 and a Bossak time integration scheme is implemented [32] , [33] . This common choice in structural problems, is quite unusual in a fluid solver but has been adopted here for future coupling with a structural solver using the same scheme.
The residual (r) of the momentum equations is linearised in time as
where
A residual based predictor multi-corrector strategy can therefore be used to solve for the nodal velocities and the nodal pressures at the end of the time step. Calling k the iteration within the time step the final solution system is
The viscous term is the non-linear part of the balance equation. When calculating the LHS of Eq. 20, this is linearised as follows
Equation 20 is finally solved according to the following steps
2. Solve the system of Eq. (20) in its residual based form;
4. Check convergence;
5. Go back to step 2 till convergence is achieved.
THE PARTICLE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD (PFEM)
As the domain is expected to undergo severe deformations as the failure progresses, the kinematic model has to adapt dynamically to such deformations. This justifies the preferable choice of a Lagrangian approach. Among the many possible Lagrangian methods, the Particle Finite Element Method (PFEM) has been chosen and implemented for its flexibility and reliability [14] , [15] . The PFEM is a numerical method that uses a finite element mesh to discretise the physical domain and to integrate the differential governing equations [17] , [15] . In the PFEM the domain is modelled using an Updated Lagrangian Formulation. All the variables are assumed to be known at the current configuration at time t n and they are brought in the next (or updated) configuration at time t n+1 .
The finite element method (FEM) is used to solve the continuum equations in a mesh built up from the underlying nodes (the particles). This is useful to model the separation of solid particles from the bed surface and to follow their subsequent motion as individual particles with a known density, an initial acceleration and a velocity subject to gravity forces.
It is important to underline that in PFEM each particle is treated as a material point characterised by the density of the solid domain to which it belongs to. The global mass is obtained by integrating The PFEM is particularly suited for modelling and simulation of landslides and their effect in the surrounding structures, as suggested by the results of previous works [11] , [23] , [24] .
The basic ingredients of the PFEM can be summarised in:
• An Updated Lagrangian kinematical description of the motion;
• A fast remeshing algorithm;
• A boundary recognition method based on the alpha-shape technique [34] ;
• FEM for the solution of the governing equations;
PFEM algorithm
Considering that the solution at time step n is known, the basic steps of the PFEM algorithm are summarised in the box that follows.
1. Imposition of the mesh velocity at the calculated time step n (t n ) u M = u n ;
2. Movement of the nodes according to the velocity field at t n ;
3. Laplacian smoothing ‡ ;
4. Remeshing step;
5. α-shape to detect the boundaries of the domain;
6. Solve the monolithic system; 7. Back to step 1.
APPLICATIONS

Rigid solid in two dimensions
In the first example, the experiments performed by Saelevik et al. [35] were modelled. The experimental facility comprised a set of solid boxes which were pushed towards a still mass of water in a prismatic channel (25 m long, 0.51 m wide and 1.0 m deep). The initial water depth was 0.6 m, and the evolution of the free surface was recorded at three gauges, as depicted in Figure 2 .
Three scenarios were run in the laboratory, with different geometry and velocity of the sliding blocks. Scenarios 2 and 3 were reproduced with the PFEM (Table IV) .
Preliminary results of the numerical simulation of this experiment, correspondent to scenario 1, were presented in [23] . Although the wave period was accurately simulated, a deviation of 15% versus the experimental value was registered for the maximum wave height.
In that case, the impact velocity in the numerical model was set to match that measured in the experiment, and the blocks were assumed to move under the gravity force afterwards. Moreover, the blocks were considered to stop once the front reached the channel bottom, thus neglecting the effect of their movement along the horizontal surface.
In this work, the other two scenarios run by Saelevik et al. have been simulated, with a modification in the kinematics of the blocks. More precisely, they were allowed to go along the channel bottom, until all became horizontal. The velocity until the front reached the channel bottom was assumed to be constant and equal to that reported in [35] at impact. Then, the blocks moved with constant deceleration until they stop.
The experiment was modelled in 2D, with an initial mesh of 3-noded linear triangles. The size of the elements was limited to 1 cm. Figure 3 shows the comparison between the numerical and the experimental results. It can be seen that the difference for both scenarios and the three measurement locations range from 0 to 1 cm, i.e., not larger than the mesh size. As regards to the arriving time, the maximum wave height was registered slightly in advance in the numerical model. Table IV ). The location of the wave gauges is depicted in figure 2 .
Two-dimensional simulation of the Lituya bay landslide
The Lituya Bay landslide took place in Alaska on July 9, 1958, when an earthquake triggered a large landslide that mobilised around 90 million tons of rock. The impact against the still water generated a wave that reached a maximum height of 524 m on the opposite shore. It was widely analysed, due to its relevance and to the fact of being well documented, as compared to other events. Some authors attempted to simulate it with numerical models (e.g. Quecedo et al. [36] ), while others applied experimental techniques, such as Fritz et al. [37] , whose results were chosen to compare those obtained with the PFEM in this work.
The experiment [37] aimed to reproduce the Lituya Bay landslide in a prismatic channel at 1:675 scale, assuming that the lateral wave spreading could be neglected without loss of accuracy. In the experiment the slide was modelled using an artificial granular material with an average diameter of 4 mm and a grain density of 2,640 kg/m 3 , according to the estimated density of the actual material. The bulk density was 1,620 kg/m 3 , with a porosity of 39 %. The effective internal friction angle was 43 o .
The numerical model of Quecedo et al. [36] took into account the three fluids involved (air, water and landslide) separately, which were considered immiscible. The calculation was repeated for several values of the density and the friction coefficient, concluding that the results did not vary substantially.
The authors performed a similar work previously with the PFEM, in which the sliding mass was considered as a viscous fluid [23] . The wave formation and propagation was qualitatively reproduced, although relevant differences were found in terms of the landslide kinematics, maximum wave height and run-up.
In this work, the slide was modelled as a Bingham fluid with a variable yield stress, as described in Section 2. Hence, it was characterised on the basis of the bulk density (1,620 kg/m 3 ) and the internal friction angle (43 o ) of the material used in the experiments. The kinematic viscosity was assumed to be that of water (10 -6 m 2 /s), once confirmed that it had minor effect in the results (see section 6.4). The regularisation parameter m was also of lower importance in this case, provided that the landslide moved with high velocity and thus it behaved under high strain rate (Figure 1) . A sufficiently high value was chosen (3,000). The water was modelled as a Newtonian fluid (density:
1,000 kg/m 3 ; kinematic viscosity: 10 -6 m 2 /s), and no-slip condition was imposed at the boundaries. 6.3. Lituya Bay landslide. Full-scale 3D case study using the PFEM
The PFEM was previously tested to model the Lituya Bay landslide using a full 3D PFEM model [23] . The sliding mass was modelled as a quasi-incompressible viscous fluid. The maximum run-up obtained was 551 m in the Northern shore (5 % higher than the observed), and 195 m in the Southern shore (6 % lower than the registered value). All the computational details and a comprehensive set of results using PFEM can be found in [23] .
Hypothetical landslide at Yesa Reservoir
The example presented in this section refers to another full-scale test in a Spanish reservoir, in which the sliding mass was modelled as a Bingham fluid.
Description A slow landslide was observed in the southern margin of the Yesa reservoir in
June 2006. This encouraged the dam owner to commission a study to delimit the characteristics of the wave that would be generated in the reservoir in case of occurrence. Hence, the model represents a hypothetical and highly unlikely event, given that the area is monitored and under strict control. The above-mentioned reference study [38] includes estimation on the volume and maximum velocity of the landslide in the worst possible scenario, taken into account the geotechnical and geological information available:
• The potentially unstable mass was estimated to be a 400-m-wide, 500-m-long block, with a maximum depth of 30 m. The total estimated volume is 6 hm 3 .
• The mean density was assumed to be 2,200 kg/m 3 .
• The cross-section of the unstable mass, perpendicular to the landslide direction, was 12,000 m 2 .
• The maximum velocity of impact compatible with a reasonable value of the friction forces would be 3.3 m/s, and would be reached 25 s after the initiation of the event. These values were considered conservative, given that certain effects which would reduce the velocity at impact and the wave height were neglected.
In summary, the landslide was considered as a rigid block falling into the reservoir with a fixed imposed velocity. This hypothesis is conservative and allowed to face the numerical model of the wave formation and propagation with simplified approaches. More precisely, in the previous study [38] the landslide was considered as a moving solid boundary and a commercial software which solved the shallow-water equations was used.
The application of simplified numerical models in this kind of analyses is frequently justified by the high computational cost of 3D models. The aim of this work was to test whether the PFEM could provide a reasonable 3D solution with moderate computational resources and computational time.
The mesh was created on the basis of the contour lines correspondent to the 1/5,000 cartography.
A Nurbs surface was generated using the pre/post-processing software GiD (www.gidhome.com).
The geometry of the landslide was superimposed afterwards, together with the reservoir and the dam. In the Eastern boundary, the upstream reach of the reservoir was not taken into account.
A vertical fixed boundary was located instead, which reflects the generated wave. Different mathematical tools can be used to avoid wave reflection, such as absorbing boundary conditions.
These were not employed in this work, once confirmed that the effect of the reflected wave was negligible as regards to the main variable of interest, which is the maximum run-up at the dam.
A project for dam heightening is currently under development. The present numerical study considered the future geometry of the dam, with the foreseen dam crest height (520 m.a.s.l.) and normal operating level (511 m.a.s.l.). The computational domain was restricted to the part of the reservoir located between the landslide and the dam, together with the northern margin opposite to the potentially unstable area. The domain was similar to that considered in the reference study for the most detailed simulation, which was run with a shallow-water approach on a 10-m resolution model [38] . The 3D PFEM model included a 2,300 x 2,700 m area in plan view (Figure 7 ), meshed with 4-noded tetrahedra with 10 m of average size.
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For the PFEM solution, the non-Newtonian Bingham fluid formulation described in this paper was chosen. The parameters were calibrated in 2D simplified models, to ensure that the maximum velocity matched the estimate of the reference study (3.3 m/s). Previous numerical tests showed that the viscosity has little influence on the fluid kinematics, so it was set to a constant value (500 Pa.s). Both the yield stress and the regularisation parameter m were varied (Table V) and the results were checked. As regards to the yield stress, its value is inversely proportional to the mass stability: the greater the value, the lower the tendency to slide. A combination of a high yield stress and a high regularisation parameter results in a stable geometry, where no movement is registered (e.g. Case 9). It should be noted that the angle between the horizontal and the slip surface is moderate (15 o ) , and that the toe of the slide lies below the initial reservoir level, hence the water mass contributes to its stability. Figure 9 shows that the maximum velocity of 3.3 m/s is registered for Case 4. Therefore, the 3D model was run with τ 0 = 100 kPa and m = 5.
PFEM results
Some representative images of the results are included in Figure 10 , where the plan view of the free surface location is plotted for different instants of the simulation. It can be observed that the wave propagates with a semi-circular front, centered at the impact point.
The free surface at various time steps was cut along an East-West axis (X in Figure 10 The reference study [38] focused on the wave height at impact and the maximum run-up on the dam crest. Both values were extracted from the results of this work and are included in Table VI for comparison. Moreover, Figure 10 shows the time evolution of the free surface elevation at the referred locations. Several conclusions can be drawn from the results:
• This case study can be analysed with a 2D model, given that the slopes are moderate. In these situations, the error due to the 2D simplification is low.
• A full 3D PFEM model can be applied to study real cases featuring several squared kilometres (6.2 km 2 in this case), with moderate computational resources and time. Moreover, the PFEM provides a higher flexibility to model landslides of different kind, which cannot be considered as a fixed-velocity moving boundary.
• Results confirm the conclusions of the reference study: the potential consequences of the analysed hypothetical landslide are low.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Results of the application of the PFEM to model landslide-generated waves have been presented.
The cases analysed include laboratory tests with 2D geometries as well as full-scale events, modelled in 3D. Likewise, slides of different nature were studied, both with respect to the rheology of the material (solid rigid, granular avalanche or landslide) and the sliding velocity (from 3 to 100 m/s). The flexibility of the PFEM was exploited to reproduce the characteristics of each case, by means of utilising the most appropriate constitutive law.
It should be considered that the work deals with a highly complex phenomenon, with a great uncertainty about several of the variables involved, such as the geometry and friction of the sliding surface and the mechanics of the mobilised material.
The physical and numerical models used to analyse these events shall rely on simplifications of the real case, so results must be analysed cautiously, as estimates of the possible consequences in case of occurrence of the event. As an example, in the cases presented in this work the effect of the air was not taken into account, and the irregularities of the terrain were simplified.
In spite of these considerations, the results presented show that the PFEM is a useful tool for analysing landslide events, and can be used to estimate the consequences of landslide-generated waves at full scale in 3D. In addition, the variety of constitutive laws implemented allows us to adapt the model to the geological-geotechnical features of each particular case, ranging from the more fluid-like landslides to the fall of rigid solids.
In particular, the variable-yield Bingham model used in this work reduces the uncertainty on the definition of the numerical parameters of the sliding mass and avoids the need for running calibration tests. The model is defined on the basis of the internal friction angle of the material, which is a commonly used property and easy to estimate on-site.
The authors are currently working on the optimisation of the method to face problems on larger domains or with finer meshes. Likewise, the erosion module [19] is being tested to study phenomena such as the mass that superficial erosion incorporates to the slide during the fall, or the damages to earth dams in case of overtopping [39] and the effect of the air in the landslide motion, among others.
